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Abstract Today there are many different workflow management systems design to fulfill
the needs of a certain scientific community. Some of them are geared towards a data-based
view, some towards a control-flow based view, while others try to be as generic as possible
and become complex or difficult to use. The problem is that, once a workflow application
has been designed in one system, it becomes very hard to share it with users working with
different systems. Portability of workflows and interoperability between current systems
barely exists. In this work, we present the fine-grained interoperability solution proposed in
the SHIWA European project that brings together four representative European workflow
systems: ASKALON, MOTEUR, P-GRADE, and Triana. The proposed interoperability is
realised at two levels of abstraction: abstract and concrete. At the abstract level, we propose
a generic Interoperable Workflow Intermediate Representation (IWIR) that can be used as
a common bridge for translating workflows between different languages independent of the
underlying distributed computing infrastructure. At the concrete level, we propose a self-
contained bundling technique that aggregates the abstract IWIR representation and concrete
task representations that allow workflow instantiation and execution in a self contained man-
ner. We illustrate case studies using two real-workflow applications designed in a native
environment and then translated and executed by a foreign workflow system in a foreign
distributed computing infrastructure.
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1 Introduction
Currently, almost every scientific workflow development and execution system provides its
own native input language designed to satisfy the needs of its specific target community.
Workflow applications are specified in different systems at various levels of detail, some-
times hiding the underlying infrastructure, and sometimes exposing at least part of it. In
most cases, however, workflows applications are hard-coded and bound to the workflow
system within which they have been developed. Running a workflow application in an-
other system than the one in which it has been originally developed requires re-engineering
and rebuilding it almost from scratch which is a rather tedious and replicated implemen-
tation effort. This unfortunate situation makes the entire e-science workflow community
fragmented, since sharing of existing workflow applications within and among domain-
specific sciences to enhance synergies and reduce the time-to-solution is impossible. There
exist today a broad range of workflow languages ranging from simple and pragmatic script-
ing languages (e.g. shell, Python), to custom DAG-based representations (e.g. DagMan), or
more modern XML-based descriptions that are either data flow (e.g. AGWL [11], GWEN-
DIA [16], WS-PGRADE [14], SCUFL [15], Triana [19]) or control flow-oriented [5]. The
control flow-based abstractions range from pure DAG specifications to more comprehensive
imperative constructs such as conditional or loop statements (sequential and parallel). The
data flow-based approaches, on the other hand, include advanced collection or array-based
data distributions and computations, or even data streaming constructs. It is widely acknowl-
edged that a single standard language for scientific workflow specification is a difficult task
that will probably not succeed in being adopted by all communities given the heterogeneous
nature of their fields and problems to solve.
To address this difficult problem, we present in this paper the fine-grained interoper-
ability (FGI) framework developed as part of the SHIWA (SHaring Interoperable Work-
flows for large-scale scientific simulations on Available DCIs) European project (http:
//www.shiwa-workflow.eu/) that brings together four representative European workflow
systems: ASKALON from the University of Innsbruck, Moteur from the French National
Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), P-GRADE from the Computer and Automation Re-
search Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA SZTAKI), and Triana from the
Cardiff University. The proposed interoperability is realised at two levels of abstraction:
abstract and concrete. At the abstract level, we propose a generic Interoperable Workflow
Intermediate Representation (IWIR) sufficient for describing workflows at a lower level of
abstraction that is only processed by the existing workflow systems and not directly exposed
to the human developer. Such a common representation shall be used as a common bridge
for translating workflows between different languages independent of the underlying Dis-
tributed Computing Infrastructure (DCI). At the concrete level, we propose a self-contained
bundling technique that aggregates the abstract IWIR representation and concrete task rep-
resentations that allow workflow instantiation and execution in a self contained manner.
Such a solution based on a simple and portable intermediate workflow representation
has a number of advantages for the application developers relative to the current practice of
proprietary workflow languages. First, it enables application developers to program applica-
tions using their favorite high-level workflow language and execute it on every DCI with an
IWIR-enabled enactment engine. Second, it enables the application scientists to flexibly se-
lect the “best” enactment engine deployed on the “best” DCI infrastructure for running their
workflows. This is usually a subjective decision that can only be answered by the scientists
themselves, depending in part on the nature of experiment and the scientist’s objectives (e.g.
performance, reliability, cost). Third, it enables runtime interoperability between different
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workflow systems. Sub-workflows, specified either by the end-user or selected dynamically
by the workflow scheduler, can be dynamically scheduled and transferred across different
workflow systems in the form of a common intermediate representation, which creates nu-
merous optimization opportunities. Fourth, it is a generic solution, open to integration of
new languages and workflow systems. Integrating a new workflow language able to execute
on n DCI infrastructures requires the development of one IWIR front-end (O(1) complex-
ity), while language-to-language translators require n front-ends (O(m) complexity). Simi-
larly, porting m interoperable workflows to a new DCI platform requires the development of
one single IWIR-compliant back-end (again O(1) complexity), while language-to-language
translations would require again m back-ends, one for each workflow system. Therefore the
IWIR solution reduces the effort of porting m workflow systems onto n distributed platforms
from m ·n to m+n. This is an important step to make the development of new workflow sys-
tems for multiple existing DCI infrastructures economically viable.
The paper is organised as follows. The next section discussed the related work. Sec-
tion 3 presents the general FGI architecture based on the abstract and concrete separation of
concerns described in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 presents the IWIR bundle technology for
packaging the interoperable abstract and concrete workflow and task representations. Sec-
tion 7 presents details of implementing the proposed framework in the four pilot workflow
systems: ASKALON, MOTEUR, WS-PGRADE, and Triana. Section 8 validates the inter-
operability framework using two real-world applications translated and run across all the
four workflow systems. Section 9 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
The idea of a single intermediate language is not unique and has been explored in other do-
mains, for example by the UNiversal Computer Oriented Language (UNCOL) [9] proposed
in 1958 by Melvin E. Conway as a solution for making compiler development economically
viable.
The intermediate representation-based interoperability scenario proposed in this paper is
being researched and developed as part of the European FP7 SHIWA (SHaring Interoperable
Workflows for large-scale scientific simulations on Available DCIs) under the name of fine-
grained workflow interoperability. The SHIWA project brings together four representative
workflow systems: ASKALON from the University of Innsbruck, Moteur from the French
National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), P-GRADE from the Computer and Au-
tomation Research Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA SZTAKI), and Triana
from the Cardiff University. The pilot applications are coming from the biomedical sciences
and provided by Charite´ – Universita¨tsmedizin Berlin and the Academic Medical Center of
the University of Amsterdam. Other pilot applications are provided by four subcontractors.
The other interoperability scenario researched by the SHIWA project is the coarse-grain
workflow interoperability referring to the capability of nesting existing off-the-shelf appli-
cations as sub-workflows to be included as part of larger meta-workflows.
3 Architecture
Figure 1 displays the schematic architecture of the targeted fine-grained interoperability
framework. To qualify for fine-grained interoperability and be part of the proposed open
interoperable framework, each workflow system will need to adjust its front-end to translate
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Fig. 1 Schematic fine-grained interoperability framework architecture.
its source input language into the IWIR workflow representation. Once translated into this
intermediate representation, interoperability with the other systems is implicitly enabled.
We distinguish two parts of a workflow, corresponding to two levels of abstraction:
abstract and concrete:
– The abstract part describes two generic aspects of a workflow that decouple its definition
from the underlying implementation technology (e.g. legacy codes, Web services) and
makes it portable across DCI platforms (e.g. gLite, Globus):
1. definition of the abstract input/output functionality of each workflow task (in terms
of task type);
2. workflow-based orchestration of the computational by defining the precedence rela-
tions in terms of control and data flow dependencies.
– The concrete part of a workflow applicaton contains low-level information about its
computational tasks’s implementation technologies. This can mean a wide range of
things such as how to execute a certain application on a certain machine, where and
how to call a certain Web service, an explicit program given in a scripting language or
even an executable binary file representing the computational task itself. The type and
form of information contained in the concrete part of the workflow is often specific to a
certain workflow system and distributed computing infrastructure (DCI).
Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the two layers that make the workflow a fully
specified, executable application. The mapping of tasks from the abstract part of the work-
flow to the concrete computational entities on the target DCI can either be done at the time
of workflow creation, or be handled by a scheduling component at workflow runtime. The
IWIR language deals with the abstract part of the workflow and provides a mechanism to en-
able a one-to-many mapping from the abstract tasks to the concrete computational tasks. In
our proposed architecture, the abstract and concrete part of an IWIR-compatible workflow
are packaged in a single archive file called the IWIR Bundle (see Section 6).
We designed IWIR to enable portability of workflows across different specification lan-
guages, different workflow systems and different DCIs. The IWIR language itself is a lan-
guage enabling the portability of the abstract part of a workflow and it therefore decouples
itself from the concrete level by abstracting from specific implementations or installations of
computational entities through a concept called task type. IWIR avoids the use of constructs
for data manipulation, therefore it does not define ways to change data directly (such as
integer operations or concatenation of strings), but rather provides means to powerfully dis-
tribute data to computational tasks that do data manipulation. IWIR focuses on the descrip-
tion of the workflow logic independently from the data sets to be processed. Our study of
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Fig. 2 Abstract and concrete layers in the fine-grained interoperability framework architecture.
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<IWIR version =" version" wfname ="name"
xmlns="http ://shiwa -workflow.eu/IWIR">
<task...>
</IWIR >
Fig. 3 IWIR document structure.
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<links >
<link from="from" to="to" />*
</links >
Fig. 4 Data flow links definition.
current workflow description languages led to the decision of creating a graph-based struc-
ture, mixing data-flows and an expressive set of sequential and parallel control structures,
specified as an XML representation.
The act of transforming a native workflow application to an IWIR workflow bundle can
be broken down into the following steps (see Figure 2):
1. Convert the abstract part of the workflow to an IWIR abstract workflow graph, repre-
senting the workflow logic expressed as an IWIR workflow document (see Section 4);
2. For each task type referenced in the IWIR-based graph representation, convert the con-
crete task implementation into a DCI-independent concrete task representation (CTR),
consisting of binary representations for the task as well as an explanation of how to
invoke the task (see Section 5);
3. Create an IWIR Bundle containing both the IWIR-based graph representation and all
the CTRs, including appropriate meta-data information (see Section 6).
4 Abstract workflow interoperability
In this section we overview the main elements of the IWIR language, while a complete
specification is provided in [18].
At the abstract level, each native workflow description document is translated into the
intermediate IWIR representation. A workflow consists of one top-level task (compound or
atomic), which (if compound) may contain an arbitrary number of other tasks as well as
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data- and control-flow links. This top-level task forms the data entry and exit point of a
workflow application and, therefore, also defines the signature of the application. Figure 3
shows the IWIR document structure consisting of the following constructs:
IWIR version defines the version of the IWIR language specification. This attribute is pro-
vided to make sure that future extensions of the IWIR specification do not interfere with
existing workflow definitions. The current version is 1.1;
IWIR xmlns is the namespace of all IWIR XML tags and concepts set to http://shiwa-workflow.
eu/IWIR. To be able to concentrate on the concepts rather than the notation, we use a
global namespace declaration here;
IWIR wfname is thee workflow name which serves as an identifier for the workflow;
task is the top-level task element of an IWIR workflow. This element can be a compound
task or an atomic task and its signature defines the required input and output ports of
the workflow and their data types. We present in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 a list of possible
compound and atomic task constructs.
4.1 Data types
IWIR defines a set of simple data types modeled after the set of primitive data types of
common programming languages, as well as a composite collection data type modeled after
well-known array data structures. An IWIR data type identifier is based on XML schema
data types and can be formed according to the following BNF grammar:
<type>::= <simple-type> | <collection-type>
<collection-type>::= "collection/"<type>
<simple-type>::= "string" | "integer" | "double" | "file" | "boolean"
A collection is an ordered, indexed list of data elements of the same data type. The
number of elements in a collection can be dynamic. One data item in a collection is always
associated with a type and a, possibly multi-dimensional, integer index (indexing starts from
0, one dimension per nesting-level). The nesting level n of a collection can be determined
by its data type, by counting the number of occurrences of the string collection in the type
definition.
4.2 Data flow
Data ports are connected to each other using the link construct (see Figure 4). Every com-
posite task, and therefore every scope, has a links block containing all the data flow links
in its scope defined using two attributes:
links from defines the source of the data flow connection. In IWIR, this attribute is spec-
ified in the form of task/port, where task is the name of the task and port is the name
of the data port providing the data. We call the data port referred to by the from attribute
the source port of the link.
links to defines the destination of the data flow connection. This attribute is also specified
in the form of task/port, where task is the name of the task and port is the name of
the data port consuming the data. We call the data port referred to by the to attribute the
target port of the link.
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Data flow links are not allowed to cross scopes (see Section 4.4), making every composite
task self-contained with respect to its data flow.
The general rule is that the data type of the data port specified in the from attribute has
to match the data type of the port referred to in the to attribute. There are a few exceptions
to this rule to account for the semantics of compound tasks such as (parallel)forEach
splitting data collections into single elements. A full specification of the particulars of these
exceptions is given in [18]. Additionally, IWIR allows the following implicit type-cast op-
erations when connecting data ports using the link construct:
– boolean→ string, integer→ string, double→ string and integer→ double;
– any type A→ collection/A yields a collection containing only one entry;
– file→ string yields a URI to the file.
Furthermore, IWIR mandates that a data port may only be the target port of a single link
construct (in other words, one target port may only be linked to a single source port), except
in cases where the specification explicitly states otherwise. Generally, building a cyclic data
dependency using link constructs is not allowed in an IWIR workflow.
4.3 Control flow
Sometimes it is required to define a pure control flow dependency between two tasks that
does not involve any data dependency. Such a dependency can be expressed in IWIR using
only the task names (as opposed to task/port) in the from and to attributes of the link
construct (see Section 4.2, Figure 4). A pure control flow link triggers after the given source
of the link successfully finished its execution. In case of the source being a sequential loop
task, the control flow link triggers therefore after the successful execution of the final iter-
ation. For parallel loop tasks, the control flow link fires only after every parallel iteration
has successfully completed. If a task depends on more than one incoming control link, it is
executed only after all incoming control links have fired. As in the case of data flow links,
building a cyclic control dependency using link constructs is not allowed.
4.4 Scopes
In IWIR, data ports and tasks can only be referenced in certain regions of the workflow
document called scopes. Every scope has a single links block. IWIR only allows a data
link to refer to data ports and tasks within the current scope consisting of the following
elements (see Figure 4):
Current task represented by its name and all data ports (i.e. input, output, loop, loop counter,
loop element, output) of the task containing the links block itself is an element of the
current scope
Enclosed tasks represented by the names and all data ports of all first-level subtasks. The
current scope does not extend to second-level tasks embedded into the first-level ones.
These strict scoping rules establish an important principle in IWIR of self-contained tasks. In
IWIR, every task is self-contained providing a single point of entry (the input ports) and exit
(the output ports). This establishes strong reusability and makes sure that every single task,
atomic and compound, is a fully specified abstract workflow in itself. This allows systems to
utilize the concept of sub-workflows and opens up the possibility to easily replace workflow
parts.
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<task name="name" tasktype =" tasktype">
<inputPorts >
<inputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
...
</inputPorts >
<outputPorts >
<outputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
...
</outputPorts >
</task >
Fig. 5 task definition.
4.5 Atomic tasks
An atomic task is implemented by a single computational entity (e.g. executable, Web ser-
vice, script), described using the task construct shown in Figure 5 and containing the fol-
lowing attributes:
name serves as an identifier for the task. Tasks must be organized in an IWIR workflow or
a compound task which define a their scope (see Section 4.4). In the scope, the name of
each task must be unique.
type describes the functional behavior and the interface of the task. A task type is an ab-
stract description which can be implemented by different task deployments representing
concrete implementations of computational entities deployed in a DCI (e.g. binary exe-
cutable, script file, Web service instance). A task type can also refer to a sub-workflow
and must be defined in a type registry before enactment. Task types shield the imple-
mentation details of task deployments from the IWIR representation and help enabling
workflow interoperability across different DCIs. Locating and invoking of task deploy-
ments is done by an underlying runtime environment.
inputPorts/outputPorts enclose all the data ports of the task. The number and types of
the input and output ports are determined by the chosen task type. The link construct
(see Figure 4) is used to define the data flow between input and output ports of different
tasks.
4.6 Compound tasks
A compound task encloses several atomic tasks and/or other compound tasks, including their
data- and control-flow links. The compound task and its links are self contained in the sense
that data- and control flow links may not cross the boundaries of compound task. Therefore,
compound tasks are able to form separate self-contained scopes. We classify the compound
tasks into two groups:
Basic compound tasks are sequential constructs similar to well known constructs in high-
level languages such as blockScope, if, while, blockscope, for and forEach;
Parallel compound tasks are constructs that express parallel loops (parallelFor and parallelForEach).
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<if name="name">
<inputPorts >
<inputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
</inputPorts >
<condition > condition </condition >
<then >
<task .../ >+
</then >
<else >?
<task .../ >+
</else >
<outputPorts >
<outputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
</outputPorts >
<links >
<link from="from" to="to" />*
</links >
</if >
Fig. 6 if task definition.
embedded
task
then else
output ports
input ports
1 2
3 4
A B
Fig. 7 Data flow definition in if task.
4.6.1 blockScope task
The blockScope compound task (not shown here due to space limitations) enables the
grouping of the contained tasks in one scope. This helps to avoid naming conflicts and
enables to build DAG-like structures even at the top-level of the workflow.
4.6.2 if task
The if compound task enables the conditional execution of the inner tasks, as described by
its attributes (see Figure 6):
condition controls whether the then or the else branch is executed at runtime. For sim-
plicity, IWIR limits the condition operands boolean, double, integer and string type
values and supports most boolean operators. The expression evaluation is based on the
XPath 1.0 specification [8]. To enable more straightforward and logical use of string val-
ues, we also added two exceptions to the string→boolean conversion inspired from
XPath 2.0 [7]. For the full specification of the condition expression evaluation in IWIR,
refer to [18].
outputPorts gathers using link constructs the output of tasks from both the then and
from the else branch of the if task. This is necessary because it is generally unknown
at compile time which branch of the if task is going to be executed. If the else branch
is omitted, a link from an input port of the if task to the output port needs to be created.
Since for a given if task instance only one of the then or the else branches is executed,
the links connecting task ports belonging to different branches are not allowed.
Figure 7 illustrates the usual data flow through the if construct. The data arrives at the
input port and depending on the condition evaluation, either the then or the else branch is
executed. Therefore, either link 1 or link 2 is used to transfer data to the contained tasks A
or B. After completion of the embedded task, the generated data is written to the output port
using either link 3 or link 4.
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<while name="name">
<inputPorts >
<inputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
<loopPorts >
<loopPort name="name" type="type">*
</loopPorts >
</inputPorts >
<condition >
condition
</condition >
<body >
<task .../ >+
</body >
<outputPorts >
<outputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
<unionPorts >
<unionPort name="name"
type=" collection "/>*
</unionPorts >?
</outputPorts >
<links >
<link from="from" to="to" />*
</links >
</while >
Fig. 8 while task.
output ports
input ports
embedded
task
loop ports
union ports
1 2 3
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Fig. 9 Data flow definition in sequential
loops.
4.6.3 Sequential loops
The while and for tasks are provided to sequentially execute the loop body zero or more
times. The definition of while is displayed in Figure 8 and consists of the following at-
tributes:
condition is similar to the one defined by the if task and controls how often the while
loop body is executed;
loopPorts are optional and are used to express cyclic data flow between consecutive in
sequential loop iterations. Figure 9 shows an example in which at the beginning of ev-
ery iteration, data is flowing from the input port (through link 1) to the embedded task
A. Additionally, data from the loop ports flows to task A over link 2. After all of the
embedded tasks have finished, one iteration is complete and link 3 is used to overwrite
the contents of the loop port with data produced in task A. This data is used in the next
iteration via link 2. If there are links to union ports such as link 5 in this example, the
data produced in A is appended to the collection at the linked union port. This data flow
is repeated for every iteration. After the final iteration finished, link 4 is used to transfer
data produced by A in the final iteration to the output port;
loopCounter is specific to the for task (not shown here due to space limitations) and not
present in the while task that controls the repetition through the previously described
condition. The loopCounter is initially assigned to the value specified at the from
attribute and is increased by the value of step until it reaches the to attribute or larger.
The from, to, and step attributes can either be set to fixed integer values or receive val-
ues produced by previously executed tasks and are only evaluated once at the beginning
of an invocation of the for task;
outputPorts are assigned via a link from the embedded tasks after the last iteration of the
while or for compound task. Therefore, subsequent tasks can access only data produced
in the last iteration through these output ports. If subsequent tasks need to access data
produced by intermediate iterations, union ports that aggregate any data produced during
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<parallelForEach name="name">
<inputPorts >
<inputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
<loopElements >
<loopElement name="name"
type=" collection ">+
</loopElements >
</inputPorts >
<body >
<task .../ >+
</body >
<outputPorts >
<outputPort name="name" type="type"/>*
</outputPorts >
<links >
<link from="from" to="to" />*
</links >
</parallelForEach >
Fig. 10 parallelForEach task.
embedded
task1 2
3
output ports
input ports
loopElement portsA1 A2 A3
Fig. 11 Data flow definition in
parallelForEach task.
iterations of the loop in a data collection need to be used. This is specified using a data
link (see Section 4.2) from an output port of a contained task to the union port.
The forEach compound task is similar to the for task except that there is an additional
type of data input port called loopElement port which receives a data collection over which
the loop sequentially iterates. The forEach task operates similarly to the parallelForEach
task shown later on in this paper.
4.6.4 Parallel loops
The parallelFor compound task is similar to the sequential for task except that the parallelFor
task can execute all of its iterations in parallel. This implies that there may not exist any data
dependencies between different iterations of the body, therefore, the parallelFor task does
not provide any loop ports. Additionally, every output port of the parallelFor task has to
be of a collection type (see Section 4.1) to accommodate the parallel production of data in
the tasks iterations.
The parallelForEach task is similar to the forEach task with the difference that in
parallelForEach all loop iterations can be simultaneously executed. As in the case of
parallelFor, parallelForEach does not require the underlying workflow execution sys-
tem to wait for the completion of every iteration before continuing the execution flow in
every case. Synchronization is only required if the correct execution of the data flow re-
quires it, for example if a subsequent task requires all of the produced data to be available.
A parallelForEach task is described by the following attributes (see Figure 10):
loopElements block encloses one or more loop element ports and controls how often the
loop body is executed. In the case it contains one loop element, the parallelForEach
loop concurrently iterates over each element of the collection linked to the loop element
port. Linking the port to a task inside of the loop body results in a runtime value based
on the data type of the loop element port without the first collection/ identifier (see
Section 4.2) and the iteration number. In the case of more loop element ports, the body
is concurrently executed once per common element index of the collections referenced
by the links connected to these ports. If the collections sizes do not match, the extra
elements in the larger collections are ignored which allows for dot product iteration
strategies;
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<properties >
<property name="name" value =" value" />*
</properties >
<constraints >
<constraint name="name" value="value" />*
</constraints >
Fig. 12 Properties and Constraints
outputPort must be of collection type (see Section 4.1), where each iteration writes
its output determined by the data link connected to the port. The resulting collection
is ordered such that the j-th element represents the data coming from the j-th loop
iteration.
Figure 11 shows the usual data flow in a parallelForEach task, where A1, A2 and A3 are
embedded tasks representing three parallel iteration instances defined by a collection of size
three in loopElement port. Every iteration instance gets via link 1 the same data coming
from the input port. Afterwards, the collection in the loopElement port is split up and every
iteration i receives the i-th collection element via link 2. Finally, link 3 sets the j-th element
of the collection produced in the output port to be the data produced by task A in iteration j.
4.7 Properties and Constraints
Properties provide hints about the behavior of tasks, e.g. the expected size of the input
data, the estimated computational complexity, the problem size, etc. Properties are referring
to concepts that the underlying enactment system is not forced to take into account when
executing a workflow.
Constraints, on the other hand, must be complied with by the underlying workflow run-
time environment, for example to use only a certain subset of a data collection, to flatten
a nested collection, to minimize execution time, to provide a certain minimum amount of
memory, or to run on a certain specific host, architecture or DCI.
In IWIR, properties and constraints are simple name-value pairs defined by the user
to provide additional information to the workflow runtime environment for optimizing and
steering the execution of workflow applications. As shown in Figure 12, IWIR allows property
and constraint elements to be added to data ports, atomic tasks and composite tasks. Addi-
tionally, IWIR provides several built-in properties and constraints such as the element-index
constraint that cuts down a data collection to a subset, the flatten-collection constraint
that is able to flatten nested data collections, and the producedAs/consumedAs constraints
that cover data pipelining and streaming.
5 Concrete workflow interoperability
An IWIR abstract workflow graph contains information about precedence relations between
computational tasks, their input/output signature as well as the data flow between them. Be-
ing concerned only with the abstract part of a workflow, it does not contain information
about the computational tasks themselves. To become a fully defined, executable applica-
tion, an FGI-compatible workflow needs both a description of the abstract part as well as
information specifying the concrete part of the workflow. In this section, we summarise the
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<task name=" Task_A" tasktype ="org.example.exampleTask">
<inputPorts >
<inputPort name="in1" type="file"/>
</inputPorts >
<outputPorts >
<outputPort name="out1" type="file"/>
</outputPorts >
</task >
Fig. 13 An example task called Task A and its signature in IWIR
most important aspects of the concrete workflow interoperability solution, while a detailed
specification is given in [17].
The concrete part of an FGI-compatible workflow is given by a set of DCI-independent
concrete task representations (CTR) for each task type contained in its IWIR abstract work-
flow graph. A CTR consists of two parts:
1. A set of files representing the computational task and its dependencies;
2. A template file describing how to invoke the computational task.
The first part can be fulfilled by providing for each task one or more executable files for each
platform together with the library dependencies, or even a virtual machine image equipped
with all tools and libraries necessary to execute the task. A more portable solution is to build
a statically linked executable file for x86-based Linux systems without any additional library
requirements.
The second part is based on the Job Submission Description Language JSDL [6], which
is an extensible XML specification standardized by the Open Grid Forum in 2005. JSDL
standardizes among others ways to describe job names, descriptions, resource requirements,
execution limits, file staging, execution command, command-line arguments, environment
variables, thus making it a good match to describe the invocation of a CTR in our architec-
ture. A fully specified JSDL document contains concrete, instantiated values for all of these
fields (e.g. URLs pointing to intermediate data only existing during runtime). Therefore, us-
ing fully defined JSDL documents as a generic way to describe how to invoke CTRs in our
proposed framework is not directly possible. For this reason, we abstract from fully defined
JSDL documents by using placeholder tokens wherever there is information that can only
be known, and therefore also only be instantiated, at runtime of a CTR. We call such a JSDL
document containing placeholders a JSDL template document.
To be able to associate the placeholders to required data, we need to define a clear con-
nection between the abstract signature of a CTR (IWIR task) and the placeholders contained
in the JSDL Template. For example, the task Task A shown in Figure 13 has one input port
in1 and one output port out1, both of the data type file. To execute a CTR implementing
this task, we could use a JSDL description such as the one given in Listing 1. In lines 14, the
JSDL file specifies a concrete fixed URL that references the location of the files provided to
the input port of the concrete task invocation. To be able to use this JSDL description as a
general description of how to invoke our CTR, we need replace this data with placeholders
that create a JSDL Template, such as in line 26. By using the name of the corresponding
ports in the placeholder (i.e. <PLACEHOLDER FILESERVER in1/> instead of the URL in line
14) we are able to establish the required logical connection to the information contained in
the IWIR abstract task type signature.
Listing 1 JSDL description for the task in Figure 13
1 </JobDefinition > ...
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2 <JobDescription >
3 <JobIdentification ><JobName >exampleTask </JobName ></JobIdentification >
4 <Application >
5 <ApplicationName >org/example/exampleTask </ ApplicationName >
6 <ns2:POSIXApplication_Type >
7 <ns2:Executable >exampleTask </ns2:Executable >
8 <ns2:Output >std.out </ns2:Output ><ns2:Error >std.err </ns2:Error >
9 </ns2:POSIXApplication_Type >
10 </Application >
11 <DataStaging >
12 <FileName >exampleTask </FileName >
13 <Source >
14 <URI >http :// source.host :8080/ getFile?path =17222/ exampleTask </URI >
15 </Source >
16 </DataStaging >
17 <DataStaging >
18 <FileName >inputFile1.txt </FileName >
19 <Source ><URI >
20 http :// source.host :8080/ getFile?path =17222/ inputs/input1.txt
21 </URI ></Source >
22 </DataStaging >
23 <DataStaging >
24 <FileName >outputFile.txt </FileName >
25 <Target ><URI >
26 <PLACEHOLDER_FILESERVER_out1/>
27 </URI ></Target >
28 </DataStaging >
29 </JobDescription >
30 </JobDefinition >
We identify three different ways to create a JSDL template document during the conver-
sion of a native workflow to the IWIR bundle format:
– Automatic creation for workflow systems whose native language contains invocation
description in a form that is expressive enough to be converted to a JSDL document
using an automatic converter;
– Semi-automatic creation for workflow systems that use RSL, xRSL or JDL as submis-
sion language for which a JSDL translator [17] can be used to semi-automatically create
a JSDL template job description;
– Manual creation of the JSDL description by the workflow developer based on a given
generic JSDL template using any text editor.
6 IWIR bundles
An IWIR bundle is a package containing both the IWIR abstract workflow graph and at least
one CTR for each task type used. Additionally, the bundle contains metadata information
describing the workflow and a mapping from abstract task types to CTRs. In other words,
an IWIR bundle can be understood as a self-contained interoperable workflow, described in
a common representation and containing all of the information and data required to execute
the contained workflow on any FGI-compatible workflow execution system.
The IWIR bundle is based on the SHIWA CGI bundle file format and metadata frame-
work specification in [13], which reuses well-supported and widely deployed specifications
based on the Resource Description Framework [2] (RDF), specifically the Simple Knowl-
edge Organization System [3] (SKOS) and the Open Archive Institute’s Object Reuse and
Exchange [1] (ORE) vocabularies that simplify interoperability and integration with third
party applications and projects. Exploiting RDF, ORE and SKOS provides a coherent frame-
work for future-facing workflow reuse through the ability to aggregate, describe and infer
relationships between resources.
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Fig. 14 Bundle data structures and their interactions.
SKOS is used to create a vocabulary of workflow specific concepts which are used
throughout the bundle specification in the metadata files. SKOS provides a means of cre-
ating thesauri-like collections of concepts without resorting to defining new, and hence less
interoperable, vocabularies. There are five core elements defined in the bundle specification
that represent the most common structures required to model workflows and their composite
tasks (see Figure 14).
Abstract tasks are used to aggregate together tasks of the same function and signature to
facilitate interoperability. The task signature is defined as the task type together with
its input and output port definitions. An abstract task is environment independent and
allows developers to design workflows that are constrained to a specific operating system
or workflow environment using abstract tasks. In the case of IWIR bundles, the abstract
tasks are already captured in the IWIR graph document and are used as such in the IWIR
bundles too;
Concrete tasks represent computational tasks which can be individual tasks up to full work-
flows. They contain complete executable data required to run the task, including depen-
dencies to other external systems and environments;
Data mappings provide input data and output locations for a task which are associated to a
port present in an abstract or concrete task’s signature either through a string, a file, or
a remote URI. A bundle may contain a data mapping allowing it to be immediately run,
otherwise a data mapping must be created;
Environment mappings map to a concrete task dependency set. A concrete task will gener-
ally not run unless all it’s dependencies are realised via an environment mapping;
Execution mappings can be used to hold the output data produced by a concrete task after
it has been run.
Figure 15 illustrates the hierarchical structure of an IWIR bundle to be FGI-compliant
and able to run IWIR workflows. The top level aggregation is a concrete task representing
the workflow as a whole, described through its IWIR representation including its input and
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Fig. 15 IWIR bundle structure.
output ports. Each task in the IWIR workflow must have a CTR in the bundle represented by
a concrete task aggregation at the second level of the bundle. Each CTR contains a collection
of definition files which includes the executable code and a JSDL template file referenced
by the top level as the entry point definition file. Finally, each CTR also has an environment
mapping present as the third level.
Figure 16 shows the structure of a simple IWIR bundle describing a workflow with three
tasks which reads, rotates and displays an image. The hierarchical nature of the bundle can
easily be seen, with each sub-aggregation located in a sub folder based in it’s UUID. The
workflow is located in the root of the bundle stored using its IWIR definition file along with
a screenshot. Nested below are the CTRs for the three workflow tasks that aggregate the
executable file the JSDL template file. Both the ImageView and ImageReader tasks rely on
codes external to the task which have been placed in the environment mappings belonging
to the two CTRs.
7 Implementation
We have created an XML schema for IWIR and implemented a Java-based toolset to support
workflow system developers in generating and manipulating IWIR documents required by
their language translators. TThe ool is able to parse IWIR XML files and provides a Java
object representation enabling traversal and manipulation of the workflow. Additionally, it
provides a simple API that enables easy and correct construction and serialisation of IWIR
workflows as XML documents compliant to the XML Schema. Parsing and evaluation of
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the IWIR conditional expressions is supported too. The tool is able to validate IWIR doc-
uments for correctness in their control flow, data flow, data types and syntax when parsing
or creating new IWIR documents. The tool has been employed by all the SHIWA workflow
systems (ASKALON [10], MOTEUR [12], TRIANA [19] and P-GRADE [14]) to create
IWIR translation tools and interoperability plugins.
8 Case Study
In this section, we show examples of how to use the IWIR language to express common
data distribution strategies featured in many different workflow languages as well as two
case studies on workflow portability across multiple Grid Workflow Systems using IWIR
language translators for our proposed interoperability architecture concept with IWIR Bun-
dles as an intermediate format.
8.1 Dot and cross products
A dot product (one-to-one) data iteration strategy of data from two collections flowing into
task A can be implemented in IWIR in the way seen in Listing 2. In this example, we have
two data collections collA and collB as input to a parallelForEach task called forEach1.
This compound task contains an atomic task A which will be invoked min(l(collA), l(collB))
times, where l(X) is the number of elements in the collection X. The i-th invocation of task
A will be executed with the i-th data element of both collA and collB as input.
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Listing 2 An example for a dot product iteration strategy
1 <parallelForEach name=" forEach1">
2 <inputPorts >
3 <loopElements >
4 <loopElement name="collA" type=" collection/file" />
5 <loopElement name="collB" type=" collection/file" />
6 </loopElements >
7 </inputPorts >
8 <body >
9 <task name="A" tasktype =" consumer">
10 <inputPorts >
11 <inputPort name=" elementA" type="file" />
12 <inputPort name=" elementB" type="file" />
13 </inputPorts >
14 <outputPorts >
15 <outputPort name="res" type="file" />
16 </outputPorts >
17 </task >
18 </body >
19 <outputPorts >
20 <outputPort name="res" type=" collection/file" />
21 </outputPorts >
22 <links >
23 <link from=" forEach1/collA" to="A/elementA" />
24 <link from=" forEach1/collB" to="A/elementB" />
25 <link from="A/res" to=" forEach1/res" />
26 </links >
27 </parallelForEach >
A cross product (all-to-all) data iteration strategy of two collections flowing into task
A can be implemented in IWIR as displayed in Listing 3. In this example, we have two
data collections collA and collB to a parallelForEach task called forEach1. This com-
pound task contains another parallelForEach task which contains an atomic task A invoked
l(collA) · l(collB) times, where l(X) is the number of elements in the collection X. These
two nested loops that iterate over the collection elements compute the cross product that is
represented as a collection of nested level 2 as an outport of forEach1.
Listing 3 An example for a cross product iteration strategy
1 <parallelForEach name=" forEach1">
2 <inputPorts >
3 <inputPort name=" collB" type=" collection/file"/>
4 <loopElements >
5 <loopElement name="collA" type=" collection/file"/>
6 </loopElements >
7 </inputPorts >
8 <body >
9 <parallelForEach name=" forEach2">
10 <inputPorts >
11 <inputPort name=" elementA" type="file"/>
12 <loopElements >
13 <loopElement name="collB" type=" collection/file"/>
14 <loopElements >
15 </inputPorts >
16 <body >
17 <task name="A" tasktype =" consumer">
18 <inputPorts >
19 <inputPort name=" elementA" type="file"/>
20 <inputPort name=" elementB" type="file"/>
21 </inputPorts >
22 <outputPorts >
23 <outputPort name="res" type="file"/>
24 </outputPorts >
25 </task >
26 </body >
27 <outputPorts >
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28 <outputPort name="res" type=" collection/file"/>
29 </outputPorts >
30 <links >
31 <link from=" forEach2/elementA" to="A/elementA"/>
32 <link from=" forEach2/collB" to="A/elementB"/>
33 <link from="A/res" to=" forEach2/res"/>
34 </links >
35 </parallelForEach >
36 </body >
37 <outputPorts >
38 <outputPort name="res" type=" collection/collection/file"/>
39 </outputPorts >
40 <links >
41 <link from=" forEach1/collA" to=" forEach2/elementA"/>
42 <link from=" forEach1/collB" to=" forEach2/collB"/>
43 <link from=" forEach2/res" to=" forEach1/res"/>
44 </links >
45 </parallelForEach >
8.2 Image registration workflow
To illustrate show the workflow translation process using IWIR, we present a case study that
uses an image registration workflow performing a common medical image spatial alignment
procedure. The workflow has been originally programmed in MOTEUR as displayed in Fig-
ure 17. The input contains images (scans) {I0,I1,I2, . . .} of a patient acquired at different
times. Because it is impossible to orient the patient precisely in the same position for each
scan, the images are misaligned in space. The workflow automatically realigns the images
in two alignment steps:
– Register to first aligns all images ({I0,I1,I2, . . .}) to the first one (I0).
– Register to average aligns all resulting images to an average model to avoid any bias
related to using the first image (I0) as reference.
The First and Average activities are utility activities that extracts the first, respectively
compute the mean image from the list.
Listing 4 shows an excerpt from the workflow in GWENDIA [16], the native work-
flow description language used by the MOTEUR system. The excerpt contains the activities
(processors in GWENDIA terminology) First (lines 1−6) and Register to first (lines
17− 19). We can observe that First has one input (in – line 2) and one output port (out
– line 3) of type string representing data file URLs. Activities in GWENDIA may receive
inputs with different nesting levels expressed using the concept of port depth. The depth of
a port determines the number of nesting levels the input port will collect or the output port
will produce before/after triggering the activity. An input port depth of 0 denotes that the
activity will trigger for each individual scalar value received. An input port depth of n means
that the activity will trigger once for every nested structure of depth n received on the port.
In Listing 4 (line 2), the activity First has a port depth one and will therefore consume
and trigger once for each element of a one-dimensional array of strings (references to image
files). The output port of First (line 3) has a depth of zero, resulting in one string (file ref-
erence) per execution of First. The second activity in Listing 4 shows that all the input and
output ports of Register to first have a depth of zero (lines 8− 10). Furthermore, we
can observe that the input ports ref and float are specified in a cross iterationstrategy
(lines 11− 16) and will trigger the activity for all possible combinations. In this particular
workflow, Register to first receives all the images {I0,I1,I2, . . .} on port float and
the first image I0 on port ref. This results in an execution of Register to first for the
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Fig. 17 Image registration
workflow in MOTEUR.
Listing 4 Image registration workflow excerpt in GWENDIA.
1 ...
2 <processor name=" First" >
3 <in name="in" type=" string" depth ="1"/>
4 <out name="out" type=" string" depth ="0"/>
5 <beanshell >
6 </beanshell >
7 </processor >
8 <processor name=" Register to first">
9 <in name="ref" type=" string" depth ="0"/>
10 <in name="float" type=" string" depth ="0"/ >
11 <out name="out" type=" string" depth ="0"/>
12 <iterationstrategy >
13 <cross >
14 <port name="ref"/>
15 <port name=" float"/>
16 </cross >
17 </iterationstrategy >
18 <beanshell >
19 </beanshell >
20 </processor >
21 ...
cross product combination of the two inputs: {(I0,I0) ,(I1,I0) ,(I2,I0) , . . .}, leading to the
creation of a set of images (given as references to their locations). The rest of the workflow
follows the same structure in executing the second alignment step.
Listing 5 shows the same portion of the workflow translated to IWIR. We can see that
the input port of the task First has been translated to type collection/file (line 3).
Since the GWENDIA workflow defined the port depth as one, we had to explicitly specify
in IWIR that this input port expects a collection of files to start the task execution. We can
also see that the GWENDIA task Register to first has been translated into two IWIR
tasks Register-to-first:cross and Register-to-first. As described in Section 8.1,
the cross product iteration strategy used in Register to first activity can be expressed
in IWIR using two parallelForEach tasks that split the incoming data collections (lines
10-41). From the port depths, the iteration strategy and the workflow structure in the GWEN-
DIA workflow, we can derive that one of the input ports receives a collection of files and the
other input port a single file. Each collection element is then used together with the file on
the second port for every execution of the Register-to-first task.
Finally in the last step, we loaded the resulting IWIR workflow into the graphical user
interface of the ASKALON workflow environment. This automatically triggers a translation
to its native AGWL language and renders a graphical view in its UML-based interface, as
displayed in Figure 18.
Listing 5 Excerpt from the Image Registration workflow in IWIR
1 ...
2 <task name=" First" tasktype =" First">
3 <inputPorts >
4 <inputPort name="in" type=" collection/file"/>
5 </inputPorts >
6 <outputPorts >
7 <outputPort name="out" type="file"/>
8 </outputPorts >
9 </task >
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<<Act iv i ty>>
First
<<ParallelForEach>> Register_to_first:cross
<<Act iv i ty>>
Register_to_first
<<Act iv i ty>>
Average
<<ParallelForEach>> Register_to_average:cross
<<Act iv i ty>>
Register_to_average
Fig. 18 ASKALON’s graphical UML-based representation of the image registration workflow.
10
11 <parallelForEach name=" Register_to_first:cross">
12 <inputPorts >
13 <inputPort name="ref" type="file"/>
14 <loopElements >
15 <loopElement name="float" type=" collection/file"/>
16 </loopElements >
17 </inputPorts >
18 <body >
19 <task name=" Register_to_first" tasktype =" Register_to_first">
20 <inputPorts >
21 <inputPort name="ref" type="file"/>
22 <inputPort name=" float" type="file"/>
23 </inputPorts >
24 <outputPorts >
25 <outputPort name="out" type="file"/>
26 </outputPorts >
27 </task >
28 </body >
29 <outputPorts >
30 <outputPort name="out" type=" collection/file"/>
31 </outputPorts >
32 <links >
33 <link from=" Register_to_first:cross/ref" to=" Register_to_first/ref"/>
34 <link from=" Register_to_first:cross/float" to=" Register_to_first/float"/>
35 <link from=" Register_to_first/out" to=" Register_to_first:cross/out"/>
36 </links >
37 </parallelForEach >
38 ...
8.3 Image manipulation workflow
In order to storyboard a demonstration of the interoperability framework, we devised a sce-
nario in which a workflow engineer wishes to collaborate in the production of a workflow
with other engineers. The engineer designs the workflow in his favourite workflow system
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Fig. 19 Image manipulation workflow in Triana.
Fig. 20 Image manipulation workflow in
WS-PGRADE.
and language, converts it to IWIR, and disseminates it amongst other developers who can
further edit and modify it using their own workflow systems. At this stage, this workflow
may be run using the foreign enactment engines too. The new edited workflows may be
given back to the original engine for evaluation and execution. This scenario demonstrates
the ability of workflow engineers to collaborate and interoperate in a completely workflow
engine agnostic manner.
The image manipulation workflow, originally designed in Triana (see Figure 19), takes
a gif image as input, performs a number of manipulations on it, and produces three output
images: one covered by a red filter, one grey-scaled rotated by 90◦ anticlockwise, and one
reflected about a vertical axis. It is a simple pipeline workflow with no control tasks, each
task running only once with a single input. This workflow has been designed to provide a
visual input and output to the demonstration, allowing online information about the progress
of the workflow, and comparisons between outputs when run under different environments.
We converted then the workflow to the IWIR bundle format and copied it to a different
environment running the ASKALON and P-GRADE workflow systems. We then imported
the IWIR bundle in the graphical user interface of the WS-PGRADE and ASKALON por-
tals environments, as displayed in Figures 20 and 21. We further edited the workflow in
ASKALON by removing some tasks and duplicating the rotate left task in order to dupli-
cate this functionality. Finally, we then converted the workflow back to an IWIR bundle and
imported it into the native desktop environment running Triana as displayed in Figure 22.
This successful scenario shows how FGI supports the collaborative editing of workflows
by scientists working in different environments with different user interfaces and workflow
languages.
[TODO: Radu: I also have an IWIR Bundle for this workflow here, with all the real
metadata inside. Would it make sense to show some meta-data snippets from the Bundle
here?]
9 Conclusions
[TODO: This is the conclusion of the WORKS’11 paper - needs to be updated to reflect
the new content]In this paper we presented IWIR, an Interoperable Workflow Intermediate
Representation designed to enable portability of workflows across numerous Grid workflow
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<<Act iv i ty>>
FileNameLoader
<<Act iv i ty>>
ImageReader
<<Act iv i ty>>
ToGreyScale
<<Act iv i ty>>
RotateLeft
<<Act iv i ty>>
ImageView2
<<Act iv i ty>>
Reflect
<<Act iv i ty>>
ImageView
<<Act iv i ty>>
GetRed
<<Act iv i ty>>
ImageView1
<<Act iv i ty>>
RotateLeft_1
Fig. 21 Modified image manipulation
workflow in ASKALON. Fig. 22 Modified image manipulation workflow in Triana.
systems and originally written in different languages. The common IWIR representation en-
ables the translation of workflows among n systems with O(n) complexity and facilitates the
integration of a new language into an IWIR-based interoperable environment with constant
O(1) complexity.
We have specified the IWIR language comprising atomic tasks, compound tasks in-
cluding if, while, sequential for and parallel for statements, as well as different data types
and data flow constructs to cover the abstract part of workflow applications. We provide an
IWIR library, called IWIRtool, comprising a scanner, parser, and manipulation API. The
IWIRtool is currently used to implement corresponding front-end and back-end translation
solutions for many different well-known scientific workflow systems in the context of the
EU FP7 SHIWA project [4]. Finally, we presented an example of how the current state of the
translator solutions convert an existing workflow from one system to another using IWIR as
intermediate representation. Future work will look into portability solutions for the concrete
parts of workflow applications.
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